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GRRL Why ever would I want to ask you these questions? 

Tex Well, do you have anything better to do? 

G No. Not really. 

Tex Well, then? 

G Oh, alright. but make the answers short. Somebody could text me. 

Tex Go ahead, then. You do have the questions, afterall... 

G HOLLYWOOD IN BLACKFACE!!! 

Tex That’s not a question. But, yes...that’s the title of the book I’m, well, we’re 

reviewing. The subtitle is, “Black images in film, from Night of the Living Dead 

to Thor.” 

G But it’s a racist book. I won’t be a part-- 

Tex Blackface was, is, a theatrical device. Just as in Shakespeare’s day men wore 

women’s costuming. that wasn’t sexist, it was simply Utilitarian. Besides, people 

really ought to hear the story about the re-casting of George Romero’s iconic film. 

G Utilitarianism? I’m not talking about religion here, so quit changing the subject. 

OK. So it’s something from the olden days...like Shakespeare. Fine. But what do 

zombies have to do with anything, is this or isn’t this a racist book? That’s a fair 

question. 

Tex In the original definition of the word, yes. It’s racist...in that it deals with Blacks 

in American films, and Kersey casts, Night of the Living Dead, as a first wave in 

a tsunami of new Black characters to sweep over the American movie scape. 

G Bingo. I knew it. So what’s wrong with Black, I mean Afro-Americans, sweeping 

into film, pray tell? It’s time they did something other than literally clean the 

house. Right? 



Tex So, I gather you want to ask the questions? Alrighty, then. Of course there’s 

nothing wrong with Blacks being in film. The purpose of the book, see the 

question I wrote that asks: What is the author’s purpose? Well, Kersey...that’s the 

author...his point is a sort of tongue in cheek take on Black-History-Month...while 

at the same time, it’s deadly serious. 

G No. I don’t really see. How can a book be funny and serious? Come on, deadly 

serious? Besides, it’s not “Black” anymore, it’s Afro-American. 

Tex Actually it was “Black” when it started in the 70’s. Then it became AFRO-, now 

technically it’s AFRICAN. it’ll probably go back to Negro before you’re dead. 

Anyways, it’s funny and serious because Hollywood, just like Madison Avenue --

- you’ve heard of Mad Men, right? --- well, they’re both in the business of 

fabricating psyche-penetrating imagery. You don’t follow? Dreams...They plant 

dreams...in our heads. and we invite them in to plant ‘em! 

G Are you saying they are literally Dream Makers? Like DreamWorks(R)? 

Tex That’s what Kersey is saying throughout HOLLYWOOD IN BLACKFACE, and 

the first 100+ pages of another book, OUTSIDE HOLLYWOOD (by Isaac 

Botkin), paints an even bleaker picture of the culture-killing, nihilistic 

propaganda-machines that virtually all big movie studios have been running from 

the earliest days. That book is a treasure trove of that place’s deepest, darkest 

history. 

G Finally. You made it back to the history. So what’s wrong with Black...I mean, 

Afro, er-r-r, AFRICAN American History Month? It’s traditional, so I thought a 

Patriarchist like you, would just love it? 

Tex Wow. 

G Wow, what? 

Te Do you know how long it took you to call me a Patriarchist? 4 minutes. But 

there’s nothing wrong, of course, with learning any kind of history. But as soon as 

a society begins to break it down by racial groups, ethnic groups, the sexes-- 

G A-hem. Excuse me...that word went the way of dinosaurs, like you’ll be any 

minute. The proper word is “gender,” or don’t you read anything except 

Shakespeare? 

Tex You’re right. I forgot about the LGBT-XYZ Month. I’m pretty sure that’s every 

June, now, thanks to the “first Black president.” 

G What? Can’t you bear to say the name, OBAMA? 

Tex Not, the big O, Clinton. BJ Clinton was the first Black president, but that was wa-

a-ay before your time. Anyway, as I was saying, History ought to be History. If 

scholars add to the base of knowledge, as they always do, we have a richer story 

to tell and listen to and read. But to artificially pit one group against another has 



turned our nation into one big sporting event. Which means one “team” will feel 

like the loser, while the other, say the one getting more INK or more SCREEN 

TIME will feel like the winner. 

G What’s wrong with making a certain group of people feel like winners for a 

change? Especially when they’ve been held down so long? 

Tex The problem is the same regardless of the group being celebrated. It’s the same 

with all artificial ESTEEM BOOSTING programs like Black History 

Month...which HOLLYWOOD IN BLACKFACE pokes fun at. 

 You can’t boost “esteem.” It has to be earned. One baby-step of an achievement at 

a time. From literally that first baby step to tying your own shoes to earning a 

passing grade on a math test after failing all the other ones. Nobody can give-you 

a RACIAL-Esteem pat on the head or a GENDERIST-pat or an EYHNICITY-pat 

or an INTELLECTUAL-pat on the head if you, personally, haven’t done a blessed 

thing to earn that pat. In short, WINNERs cannot be created. Winners CREATE. 

Whether it’s the best sporting performance of the day, or a lightbulb that finally 

works - after 100’s of self-esteem-KILLING failures! That’s all. But let’s get 

back to the book, shall we? 

G Um-m-m...you were the one who was going off on the tangent. So how is it that 

Hollywood kills our culture in this book, huh? 

Tex Well, when you have TV characters shaping softening up the crowds before a 

Presidential election I’d say warping the rest of the culture would be a piece of 

cake. Wouldn’t you? 

G What? 

Tex There are plenty of big-screen examples but one that hit-home in millions of 

impressionable middle-American homes for years was the Black president, David 

Palmer on the mega-hit show, 24. Even the actor, Dennis Haysbert, himself 

believes his role paved the way for Barack Obama’s nomination in 2008. 

G So, I guess you don’t believe in Equal Opportunity, then? 

Tex Ha! Now you mention it, that’s a way to summarize one of the big points, 

HOLLYWOOD IN BLACKFACE aims to make. 

G Oh, yeah? Which is....... 

Tex Kersey’s book hammers home, that Hollywood movies, and television 

productions of course, are NOT the land of equal opportunity. Blacks and other 

“minorities” clearly get preferential treatment. First, in that they can be cast 

without controversy...not just in heroic roles they never could have realistically 

played [see the chapters, Azeem from Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves, and “The 

Uproar over Thor”; and p. 279 for BBC’s casting Angel Coulby as Guinevere in 

“Merlin” to note just three examples], all while the casting of an Angelina Jolie, 



say, as Cleopatra or Marianne Pearl, will set off a World War III sized barrage of 

“too white” charges. 

G Well, if that’s all, I should be going... 

Tex Oh, no. It isn’t by a long shot. Do you consider yourself, well, grounded in reality, 

grounded in say, the knowledge of real-world violence, hence real-world crime? I 

mean, do you understand that according to government statistics most crimes - 

and most victims - are Black? And Whites are practically at the bottom, well, 

except for Pacific Islanders and Native Americans. If so, you’ll quickly see how 

Hollywood takes us through-the-looking-glass over and over; how they 

attempting to re-color our bigger-than-life screen experiences, and thereby imprint 

all of us susceptible, trusting, and even gullible, movie-gazers. They consistently 

show us fictional criminals that are typically White, usually “greedy Capitalists,” 

or at least inherently pro-American. 

 All the while the fictional minority-Heroes, in Kersey’s impressive compilation 

routinely save-the-day...or the country, or even the world, and just as consistently 

such minority-Heroes provide us, and their co-stars the shining moral compass in 

the gloom, and the moral - and physical muscle - strength to overcome each and 

everyone of the plentiful “odds” the scriptwriter can throw at them. Not to 

mention the technical know-how and whiz-bangery to go-with. 

G Take a breath, old man. Geez. Are you done yet? 

Tex Good question. Yes, I am finished. Except to say, if you read Paul Kersey’s, 

HOLLYWOOD IN BLACKFACE, you’ll never waste your time going to the 

Fed’s dot-gov website for ideas on how to celebrate Black History Month...you’ll 

dig out a copy of INDEPENDENCE DAY or maybe, DJANGO, UNCHAINED 

and get into the spirit. (Or the SPIRIT, where you can watch a Black guy pummel 

a White guy, ruthlessly. And in the opening minutes if I remember correctly. Swe-

e-et.) 

 If you read this book, I also know for a fact, you’ll never again wonder how it is 

that a Morgan Freeman or a Samuel L. Jackson or some other big-name brother-

of-color can star-in, wrap-up, and premiere multiple movies all right around the 

very same time. 

 Hooray for HOLLYWOOD IN BLACKFACE. 

 


